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As featured on OXYGEN with Terry Gross A do-it-herself guide to auto maintenance, roadside
emergencies, and the real scoop on how women will get honest car assistance at the garage area, from
engineer turned auto mechanic and award-winning entrepreneur Patrice Banks. Therefore whether you get
a toned tire when you’ who was simply clueless about car maintenance, yet convinced that mechanics were
taking advantage of her. Perhaps you have felt like you were getting overcharged or pressured into
unneeded add-ons at the auto shop?s an auto pro specialized in empowering women to understand basic car
fixes and knowing what to do within an emergency. So a lot of women feel powerless, nervous, or
embarrassed when taking our cars in for a repair, yet we outnumber males both as drivers so when
customers at auto restoration shops The time has come for all of us to grab the wheel and finally take
control of our cars. Filled with easy-to-follow illustrations and guidelines, great guidelines, and lifesaving
guidelines, The Girls Auto Clinic Glove Package Guide will help get rid of the confusion and mystery
surrounding vehicles, teach ladies what they need to know about how their cars function, and what they
need to do to keep them running well. Patrice Banks was once like the majority of of us: a self-professed
“auto airhead” Perform you panic when something goes wrong together with your ride? Today she’ Fear no

more: GIRLS Auto Clinic Glove Box Guide has got your back.Do you feel shed when explaining your vehicle
complications to a mechanic?re stranded in the center of nowhere, your vehicle overheats, or a mysterious
dashboard light suddenly begins blinking, help is a reach-in-the-glove-box away.
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